
FCC Local Community Issues / Reports
 

The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.  This listing is by no means 
complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATIONS(S)                     1ST     X  2ND    3RD     4TH Quarter of 2016

1. Education Noticias Univision Costa Central 04/19/2016 6PM
Fourth to sixth graders tested their mental skills in the mathematics marathon organized by Santa Maria Bonita school district. A team of 12 
students of each of the nine elementary schools will carry out problems this district, puzzles and riddles, all related to math. But not only 
numbers tried to know if you also teamwork and power visualize a future in this field.

2. Local Community Noticias Univision Costa Central 04/27/2016 11PM
Present the project "a community in action with a plan" that involves all agencies and community leaders to work together to have a city 
where people can live in peace, where small can grow with education and opportunity to search work and have a life without fear. To request 
resources, to speak of educational needs in education. With trying to make money raised programs to educate parents as well as places where 
young kids may have after school activities .

3. Child Safety Noticias Univision Costa Central 04/22/2016 6PM
“Fighting back” agency presented in Santa Maria high school, a video every 15 minutes to make students understand that drunk driving to 
manage the dangers of this form and any tragedy that has not regret in the proms. A vision of what happens to manage students taken by the 
first saw the family as les affects the family, as affect a person who was driving and know that was something very sad.

4. Local Community Noticias Univision Costa Central 05/9/2016 6PM
Near five million dollars is what cost center building in the city of San Luis Obispo shelter to give to people who have no home. All money 
was made by donations. We will have 200 hundred beds for families, for adult males, and adult females in separate dormitories; we are 
going to have medical facilities that are provided by both hospitals, the San Luis Obispo and the community health center. We are going to 
have after school programs for the children who are in this center, and we are having a commercial kitchen that people who are there can 
learn skills and retail food processing and preparation industry.

5. Local Politics Noticias Univision Costa Central 05/16/2016 6PM
An estimate of 800 million dollars to be released may state programs dedicated to care for infants where this year also benefited would 
Hispanic children Senator Hana Beth Jackson together with bench and women leaders Sacramento assemblywoman Christina Garcia asked 
the ruled an additional background brown release existing budget of 1.7 billion for programs dedicated to children.



6. Healthcare Noticias Univision Costa Central 05/19/2016 6PM
Studies in 2015 showed that Hispanics are three times more likely to HIV infected other ethnic groups in the United States. A group of 
students from California state university of San Luis Obispo association with access network work performed free HIV testing as well as 
provided information about preventing this disease .

7. Latino Youth Noticias Univision Costa Central 06/1/2016 11PM
A group of students with good grades of Santa Maria high school put to winning tradition Mexican first in the national tournament folk 
dancing in the state of Texas. Professor Holes’ opinion they won the championship in Texas since the meaning of this understand music.

8. Healthcare Noticias Univision Costa Central 06/9/2016 11PM
Passing through San Francisco, Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Luis Obispo and today was the turn Santa Barbara county to receive the 
thousands of cyclists are traveling to raise awareness about hiv and aids. The river park in the city of Lompoc was the fifth stop these parade 
participants that unites state of various parts where these are Hispanics also fundraising for the purpose of combat this disease. Statistics 
national center for control and prevention , mention that Hispanics make up 23 % of newly infected with this sickness.

9. Local Politics & Public Safety Noticias Univision Costa Central 06/29/2016 11PM
California senate approves last night amendment made ab 2513 by assemblyman Das Williams promoting more severe sentences for people 
dedicated to human trafficking, this order to protect vulnerable> It is estimated that the human trafficking generate billions of dollars a year 
in the united states, ranking second after the business of drugs as illegal way to make money is why so is expected with this new law will 
succeed reduce this activity.


